Energy flows in gesture-speech physics: The respiratory-vocal system and its
coupling with hand gestures
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Communicative hand gesticulations are tightly coupled to quasi-rhythmic aspects
of speech (i.e., prosody), such that emphatically stressed movements co-occur
with stressed speech. Psychologists have characterized this multimodal synchrony
as a preplanning process governed by a sophisticated cognitive timing mechanism
acquired only later in development. Recently it has however been found that
acoustic markers of emphatic stress arise naturally during steady-state phonation
when upper-limb movements impart physical impetus on the body, most likely
affecting acoustics via lower vocal tract activity. Such findings ground a
rudimentary form of gesture-speech synchrony in biomechanics.
The proposed mechanism for gesture-induced force-transmissions onto speech, is
that muscles around the lower vocal tract (i.e, the trunk) are implicated in upper
limb movement, leading to sudden increases in alveolar (lung) pressure. Firstly,
this is because respiratory-related muscles are implicated in anticipatory postural
adjustments which counteract upper limb perturbances onto the bodies center of
pressure. Secondly, it is known that forces produced locally at the upper limb, can
affect more distal muscle activity in the body due to resonances in the pre-stressed
myofascial-skeletal system. Thus, gestures can form functional synergies with the
respiratory system in attaining vocalization targets.
However, so far biomechanical gesture research has been performed on steadystate vocalizations, from which we cannot infer whether gesture-induced physical
impetus affects more complex vocalizations. Also, a direct investigation is needed
into whether lower vocal tract dynamics is indeed the link that connects gesture
and speech acoustics. In this confirmatory study (N = 29) participants uttered
consonant-vowel CV (/pa/) mono-syllables in rhythmic fashion while moving the
upper limbs (or not). We show that chest-wall kinematics is affected by
(especially high- impetus) gesturing when vocalizations occur near peaks in
physical impetus. We further show that gesture-induced moment of impetus

increases the amplitude envelope of speech, while not similarly affecting the
Fundamental Frequency (F0). Finally, we find tight relations between chestkinematic activity and vocalization, even in the absence of movement, but more
strong relations are found when upper limb movement is present. The current
findings provide a more compelling case that speech acoustics is modulated by
functional biomechanical linkages between hand gesture and the lower vocal
tract.
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